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 Eheim (Heater) Thermocontrol e 400w (1200 liters) 
Eheim (Heater) Thermocontrol e 300w (1000 liters) Eheim (Skimmer Pump) Compact Marine 1103 (44w)
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Brand:( Eheim ) 
 Product Name: Eheim (Heater)
Thermocontrol e 400w (1200 liters)  
 SKU: Eheim Thermocontrol e
400w (1200 liters)
 Barcode Link:  Price:  Baht
2,650.00  
 Ask a question about this
product  
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Guarantee 3 year send factory   Advantages The
heating element EHEIM thermopreset differs from
EHEIM thermocontrol by the additional plastic
protection, which ensures a high mechanical
stability. It is preset to a constant temperature of 25
Â°C and is particularly suitable for smaller
aquariums. The EHEIM thermocontrol and
thermocontrol-e control adjustable heaters, on the
other hand, can be precisely controlled and used in
both small and very large aquariums. As usual from
EHEIM, all heaters are equipped with LED lights to
control the heating function and with dry-running
protection. With electronics for a comfortable
climate  EHEIM thermocontrol-e - the
electronically controlled version of the precision
aquarium control heater thermocontrol. The
legendary heating element with all the
advantages. Even more accurate and
conven-ient. With guarantee for highest quality
and safety.   With the EHEIM thermocontrol-e
heating element your fish get the right
temperature even more precisely - in every
aquarium.
 The obvious ideas are often the best. This also
applies to the aquarium heating element. It is
simply hung in the water and heats it up. The
principle is the same as it was decades ago. But
in the meantime the EHEIM controller heater has
become an ultra-modern thermal device. The
temperature can be set precisely and is
measured even more precisely and kept more
constant by the electronics. The coating made of
special laboratory glass increases the heating
surface, serves as a heat shield and ensures
even heat emission. And whether you want to
heat a 20 or 1200 litres aquarium - you can
choose from 10 sizes.
Advantages of the EHEIM control heater
thermocontrol-e   Precise temperature adjustment
from 20 to 32 Â°C No readjustment necessary
Control accuracy Â± 0.5 Â°C The heat is kept
constant Control lamp indicates the heating function
(red: heating up; green: temperature reached) Fully
submersible (waterproof) With dry-running protection
(Thermo Safety Control) Glass coating increases the
heating surface and ensures optimum, even heat
output Convenient cable length approx. 170 cm
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Including double suction holder 10 sizes for
aquariums from 20 to 1200 litres Suitable for fresh
and marine water Highest safety and reliability - 3
years warranty  Made in Germany    EHEIM
thermocontrol e 400   

EAN 4011708004920
Article No. 3640010
UPC (-)
Min.
temperature

20.00Â C

Max.
temperature

32.00Â C

Performance at
50 Hz

400.00Â watt

For aquariums
of about.

1,000.00Â l

For aquariums
up to approx.

1,200.00Â l

Height 496.00Â mm
Dimensions in 36.00Â mm

•  

Â 
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Number pieces in packaging:1Number pieces in box:12      

Customer Reviews:

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
Please log in to write a review.

 
   

You may also be interested in this/these product(s)

    Vendor Information
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